When I first started using Authorware in May, 1990, it was almost a brand new product, available only for the Apple Macintosh, sporting a Version 1.0 sticker and delivered on several floppy disks with a few manuals in a faux leather briefcase. I had been programming computers for quite a while by then, having started at the age of 14 in 1974. I had worked on the then ancient TICCIT training system for several years; if you remember that system, you’re no spring chicken! I had used TenCore for a year and I had been a hardcore C and Pascal hound. So you might believe I was well prepared to be an Authorware developer.

Not so. Having been a “scripter” did not necessarily prepare me to be an Authorware developer. In fact, when Authorware was created, it was with the intention that anyone should be able to create computer-based training (which we now more often call e-Learning, of course). The whole point to developing in Authorware was to use an icon and flow-line approach, with dialog boxes that would help the developer quickly and easily create an event-driven application with interactivity and some data tracking. It was the ultimate prototyper’s dream; but it would also take you beyond the prototype stage to a finished product.

This summer Macromedia released Version 7 of Authorware — and a very good version it is. Before we talk about this new release, though, more history is in order. Only by seeing what has led up to this version can one get a proper appreciation of Authorware 7’s true offerings.

Ancient history

Back in 1963, the National Science Foundation provided a grant that ulti-
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mately spawned two main authoring systems for the creation of computer-based training. One was the aforementioned TICCIT, which stood for Time-Shared Interactive Computer-Controlled Information Television (whew!). The other, which became much more popular, was called Plato (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations). Both of these products spawned many others, but Plato proved to be the more successful in its progeny.

One of those Plato descendents was Authorware, although the line of descent was a little complicated. The University of Illinois and Control Data Corporation (CDC) developed Plato. CDC was fortunate enough to have Dr. Michael Allen as one of its employees. At the time, mainframe and minicomputer-based e-Learning was starting to make way for microcomputers and Dr. Allen was working on a PC version of Plato, codenamed PCD03.

However, Plato was very much script-based and Dr. Allen had a vision for an alternative approach that was more visual. He headed up a team of three people at CDC to create a visual Plato product, which he called Course of Action. As the story goes, CDC did not express much interest in the product once done, so Michael made an offer for it, and product in hand, left CDC to start a company called Authorware Inc., headquartered in Minneapolis. The product changed its name once slightly to Best Course of Action, and then to Authorware. In fact, for several versions of Authorware, if you were to look at Authorware’s file type in the Macintosh’s resource editor, you would see it was COA (for Course of Action). Now you know what that meant (and all these years you’ve been wondering, haven’t you?).

The visual approach Dr. Allen had anticipated found a home in Authorware, although the line of descent was a little complicated. The University of Illinois and Control Data Corporation (CDC) developed Plato. CDC was fortunate enough to have Dr. Michael Allen as one of its employees. At the time, mainframe and minicomputer-based e-Learning was starting to make way for microcomputers and Dr. Allen was working on a PC version of Plato, codenamed PCD03.

However, Plato was very much script-based and Dr. Allen had a vision for an alternative approach that was more visual. He headed up a team of three people at CDC to create a visual Plato product, which he called Course of Action. As the story goes, CDC did not express much interest in the product once done, so Michael made an offer for it, and product in hand, left CDC to start a company called Authorware Inc., headquartered in Minneapolis. The product changed its name once slightly to Best Course of Action, and then to Authorware. In fact, for several versions of Authorware, if you were to look at Authorware’s file type in the Macintosh’s resource editor, you would see it was COA (for Course of Action). Now you know what that meant (and all these years you’ve been wondering, haven’t you?).

The visual approach Dr. Allen had anticipated found a home in Authorware’s icons and flowline. We’ll discuss each of the icons in just a moment. The flowline method allows a developer to drag icons one at a time from an icon palette onto a flowline. (See Figure 1, below.) The developer can place icons above or below other icons, and in some
instances to the left or right of other icons. This forms relationships between the icons, in much the same way that you would create a decision tree flowchart, so commonly used in business circles.

After you drag an icon to the flowline, you title it with its purpose. For instance, if the icon will play a song, you might give the icon the song’s title. This helps to document your work as well. By looking at the flowline, you can get an overview of what the file does and the order in which it does it.

The Windows version had been project-ed for publication in 1990, but it finally arrived in 1992. It had been a much harder undertaking than first expected.

The price for Version 1 was a cool eight thousand dollars. By that standard, today’s price, less than three thousand dollars, is positively a steal. The Version 1 developer toolkit consisted of the icon palette you see in Figure 2 on page 2. In order from top to bottom, the icons included were the Display icon, used for showing text and images on the screen, the Motion icon, used for moving objects on the screen, and the Erase icon, with which you could remove objects at the appropriate time. The Wait icon could be used for waiting a certain number of seconds or waiting for the user to click the mouse or press a key.

The Decision icon, shaped like a diamond, was very important in that it allowed paging mechanisms to be set up, albeit in a bit of a roundabout way, as Dr. Allen was never a big fan of page turners (good for him!) and I believe he was trying to avoid having developers fall back on these types of lessons too easily.

The Interaction icon, shaped on the left like a Display icon and on the right like a Decision icon to form an icon that looked like an arrow with a question mark inside, was and still is arguably the most important. With it, you could set up any of the response types you see in the dialog box in Figure 3, right.

The little equal sign icon was called the Calculation icon and with it you could write small scripts, using Authorware’s own scripting language (which has re-mained unnamed to this day). However, the scripting language was very limited for someone used to real programming languages in which you could write your own functions, set up subroutines, and the like. Again, the point was driven home: this was not a development package for scripters as much as something new: a way for nonscripters to develop powerful e-Learning.

Despite this, no development package can be complete without giving the developer some ability to script. To have every option possible for every situation as a field in a dialog box would result in a plethora of large dialog boxes, unwieldy at best. Authorware’s first scripting language may have been limited, but it was necessary to allow for those options not available in dialog boxes.

The Map icon was used to group two or more icons into one icon. This was not only a nicety but also a necessity. The flowline could only be as long as the screen resolution allowed in height, so you could quickly run out of room as you strung these icons together on the flowline. This proved an excellent way to force people to organize their code. For instance, once the code for the Introduction to the course was complet-ed, it could be grouped into one Map icon and be titled Introduction, so that in essence it became compartmentalized.

The two flag icons, Start and Stop, could be used to section off parts of the code so that when running the application during testing, only the parts between the start and stop flags would execute.

The last three icons were called the media icons and they were, in order, the Movie, Sound, and Video icons. The Movie icon could be used to run a num-ber of types of animation and movie files (eventually it would come to support QuickTime, AVI, and others). The Sound icon could import external sounds and play them at various speeds and the Video icon was used to connect and play external video devices, primarily video-disc players.

Time marches on, new versions appear

In 1992, Authorware Inc. merged with Macromind Paracomp to form Macromedia, Inc. and Bud Colligan, at the time CEO of Authorware Inc. (having arrived there from Apple), was chosen to head up the new company. The headquarters moved to San Francisco, where Macromind Paracomp was already well es-
Among other new features, the hot object response should at least be mentioned here. This was another cool element, in that this meant that authors no longer had to keep screen elements that users needed to click from moving on the screen. This means you could now enhance an exercise in which you show the parts of a machine in pieces. Since Version 1, you could allow students to click each part and have that part animate to its proper position in the machine. However, starting with this version, that part, though moved to a new location on the screen, could still be clicked. At that point, you might choose to have the part move out of the machine back to its original location or perform any other event you wish.

**Version 3**

Before Version 3 was released in 1995, I attended the Macromedia conference. During the Authorware Sneak Peeks session, the engineers showed the new icon palette. On it were two new icons that had all us all abuzz. (See Figure 4 on page 3.) When someone asked the inevitable question, “What are those two new icons?” the answer was, “Yes, interesting, aren’t they?”

Eventually, we came to learn that the new icons were called the Framework icon (which looks like a frame on the icon palette — the sixth icon from the top of the palette) and the Navigate icon (which is right above the Framework and looks like a triangle) and they were used not only to easily create paging mechanisms, but also many other options, such as automated searches for students, roundtrip navigation which allowed a form of subroutine previously not available, and more. This didn’t mean that we were now all forced to create page-turners (though, alas, this did become easier) but it freed us up to create almost any design approach in a faster way.

The new six-color palette at the bottom of the icon palette could now be used to color icons, which allowed developers to set up team development a little more easily (“If I color icons red, don’t touch them!”). Other features were added, including a spell checker, the ability to set up text styles, a button editor to create custom buttons, a trace window to assist in debugging applications, Rich Text Format importing, and more.

Oh, and Version 3 was now being delivered on CD-ROM.

By now, the World Wide Web was fully coming into its own. No longer considered a cute fad, investors and others were jumping onto the WWW bandwagon. Even companies like Microsoft and America Online were seeing the Web as an inevitable, ever-growing phenomenon. This fact was not lost on Macromedia, which not too long thereafter started positioning itself more and more as an Internet company.

**Version 3.5**

A year later, in 1996, an important dot version was released. The most important new feature in this release was the ability for Authorware files to be displayed in Web browsers using a plug-in, as Macromedia Director (another Macromedia product) was already doing at the time. Authorware also started using Xtras, which were external files that could be used to extend Authorware’s abilities more easily. With them, third party companies could create new transitions and small applications that could be used in Authorware, Director, or both.

**Version 4**

The first three versions of Authorware had sometimes been criticized by competitors for not allowing content to be linked externally, meaning that image files, for instance, could not be kept in an external folder and be used at run time. In 1997, the next major version of Authorware was released. It was obvious that the engineers had been hard at work. Version 4 brought an end to the linking limitation. Content could now be imported or kept external on an individual basis. There were, and still are to this day, advantages and disadvantages to both these methods, but now authors had a choice for almost every media file they were given.

The scripting language also got a major boost with the advent of **linear lists** and **property lists**, which already had been a part of Lingo, Director’s scripting language. The same benefits of lists could now be had by Authorware developers, principally the ability to organize large amounts of data inside of the development package itself.

Using linear and property lists meant that developers who read in data from databases or text files had an excellent place to store that data in Authorware. A list could hold up to 30,000 locations, and each location could hold up to 30,000 characters, which meant that one list could hold almost a gigabyte of data, as long as computer memory permitted.

For instance, a list of student names or customer records could be read and sorted, along with each student’s past history and contact information.

It didn’t stop there, though. As each list could have up to 10 dimensions, meaning that a location in a list could be another list, and each location in that list could be another list, and so on, up to 10 permutations, a multidimensional list could in reality hold more data than you...
could probably ever throw at it. In fact, to this day, most advanced authors haven’t used more than four dimensions (30,000 x 30,000 x 30,000 x 30,000 characters).

This added to Authorware’s ability to work with live data, such as today’s student or patient data, at run time, making it much more dynamic. You no longer had to use “canned” data.

Other new features included the ability to link to Flash files (it was already possible to link to Director files) and to interact with ActiveX controls.

**Version 5**

Promptly on schedule, Version 5 was released in 1998. With this release, Authorware no longer provided a separate Macintosh version for developers. Up until Version 5, you could develop lessons on either the Macintosh or in Windows and deliver to students on both platforms. Now, you could develop lessons only in Windows, though you could still deliver them to students on both platforms. This continues to be true today. This allowed for much better integration between Authorware and Windows, once Windows had, for all intents and purposes, won the operating system war.

A major part of this release was the inclusion of Knowledge Objects. These wizard interfaces would allow new developers to create new applications and quizzes more easily. Version 5 also allowed experienced developers to develop new Knowledge Objects for novice Authorware users. Organizations that were creating large projects with many lesson files could use high-end developers to create Knowledge Objects to be used by lower paid novice and intermediate level developers.

For example, the wizard interface shown in Figure 5, on page 4, allowed novices to set up much of the work for a full application. Once done, the wizard would then automatically create the structure and place it on the flowline for the developer.

Anti-aliased text was also introduced in this version, along with the use of the alpha channel in those image files that would support it. Another timesaving feature, batch changes, was added as well.

Scripting got a further boost because the Authorware engineers started to open up more icon properties to

---

**About 80% of PowerPoint features can currently be converted to Authorware icons automatically. Even if a PowerPoint file uses features that are not possible to convert automatically, the converter will still bring Authorware developers much closer to the final conversion, saving many hours of time.**
scripters. Recall that almost all of the icons had associated dialog boxes where developers could set options, such as in the dialog box shown in Figure 6, above, for the Sound icon.

Each of these options, and some that cannot be seen in any dialog box, are examples of properties. In previous versions, an option set in any dialog box (such as the Concurrency setting above) could not be changed on the fly from within the Authorware file at run time. Changes that began in this version meant that developers could do that very thing with a simple script. No longer were they constrained by the choice they made while setting up the file. If the sound should Wait Until Done in one case but the same sound play Concurrently in another case, the same sound icon could now be used in both cases just by making a change in a script.

The Calculation icon itself got its first major upgrade in interim Version 5.2, released a year later. It now sported its own tool bar, shown in Figure 7 below, with several new features, such as multiple undo levels.

### Version 6

It would be 2001 before Version 6 was made available to developers. A lot of work led up to this release.

Until this version, Authorware developers would package files to make them ready for students. This created executable files that users could run just like any other application on their systems. Packaging was never a fun part of the development process, especially after Xtras had been introduced in Version 3.5, because the proper Xtras had to be included with the packaged files, and you were left to your own devices to remember to include all the proper Xtras. Since Version 4 the same held true for external content files.

Changes that began in this version meant that developers could do that very thing with a simple script. No longer were they constrained by the choice they made while setting up the file. If the sound should Wait Until Done in one case but the same sound play Concurrently in another case, the same sound icon could now be used in both cases just by making a change in a script.

The Calculation icon itself got its first major upgrade in interim Version 5.2, released a year later. It now sported its own tool bar, shown in Figure 7 below, with several new features, such as multiple undo levels.

**FIGURE 6** Dialog boxes allow setting options in order to change icon properties.

**FIGURE 7** The new tool bar in Version 5.

Commands could be created by developers both in Authorware and in Borland Delphi to extend Authorware’s abilities. Commands could be shared with other developers, further easing the team oriented approach to developing large-scale projects. In fact, some key features of this release were written as Commands, including the One Button Publisher.

Here’s an example of how powerful the Commands feature proved to be. To practice my programming skills in Borland Delphi and because I was on the Authorware beta team, I decided to write a Command in Delphi for the AW 6 release that would dive through an Authorware file and make a list of useful information about every media asset found — images, video clips, and audio clips. I never thought it would prove all that useful as a Command, but shortly after the release of Version 6, a client of ours asked us to upgrade a large set of lessons that had been developed in Authorware, and one of the first things we had to do was to compile a list of media assets! Using this Command, work that might have taken many days was accomplished in less than a minute.

That’s the power of a well-written Command!

Another Command that was included in Version 6 was an RTF Objects Editor, which now made it easy for developers to create and use RTF objects. Rich Text Format objects give designers and developers a good deal of power, especially to update text content and attributes (font size and shape, for instance) after lessons have been delivered.

Improvements were made to Authorware’s interface. Performance tracking, always a hallmark of Authorware, was extended in this version. This allowed developers to integrate their Authorware files with Learning Management Systems with a degree of ease not possible previously.

More properties and further extensions to Authorware’s scripting language were also introduced. While Authorware continued to remain relatively easy to use for nonscripters, hardcore program-
mers felt more and more at home in it, because scripts could now be written that allowed unprecedented control over how Authorware files would behave at run time.

**Version 6.5**

In 2002, Version 6.5 was released. Far from being just an interim dot release, this proved a major boon for those of us who had long missed the ability to create our own true script functions in Authorware. Script functions were now allowed in Authorware, which allowed developers to cut down further on the number of icons that were normally needed in previous versions. Ask any programmer about the ability to write functions and he or she will say that the job would not be possible without this capability. While Authorware has always allowed workarounds to the lack of this feature, giving developers this ability suddenly freed them to an unprecedented degree.

The other big new feature of this version was the Accessibility Kit, a new Command that allowed developers who were creating new lesson files to make them easier to use for students with disabilities. Using the Kit, developers could use a text-to-speech feature to read screen text out loud for those who are vision impaired, set up overall keyboard shortcuts, and more. It also included a tutorial on how to make lessons more accessible from every angle.

Even more properties were opened up in this release and the One Button Publisher was further improved.

**At last: Version 7 arrives**

Now Version 7 has come to market. Several changes and additions are included with this release that makes it a must-have for Authorware developers.

**The user interface**

The user interface got its first major overhaul, making it closer to the look and feel of Macromedia’s other products. Those using Flash, DreamWeaver, and other Macromedia products will be able to come up to speed more quickly in Authorware now.

The new Property Inspector makes it easier to change icon options. In past versions, once you opened an icon dialog box to make changes to the icon’s options, it would have to be closed before you could continue to other parts of your file. However, now the options appear in the Property Inspector at the bottom of the screen. This leaves you free to move about to other parts of your file. Every time you click an icon, the Property Inspector will show the options for that icon.

The toolbar is now movable, as opposed to past versions where it was always fixed to the left side of the screen. (See Figure 8 below) You can even move it outside of the Authorware application window — it is completely independent.

On the right side of the screen is a special docking section where you can keep several features organized together.

**FIGURE 8** The user interface has been improved in Version 7 and now more closely matches other Macromedia products.
er. This leaves the screen less cluttered than in the past.

**The PowerPoint Importer**

This is the feature that business owners and managers will probably find most appealing. For the first time, Microsoft PowerPoint files can be converted to Authorware files. This means that the PowerPoint pages become Authorware Map icons attached to a Framework icon. This icon structure can then be further enhanced inside Authorware. Many instructional designers use PowerPoint to create their storyboards. In addition, company presentations or other PowerPoint files that had been created for other purposes can now be converted quickly. Previously, images and text would have to be copied and pasted one by one, a very laborious and time-consuming process.

About 80% of PowerPoint features can currently be converted to Authorware icons automatically. Even if a PowerPoint file uses features that are not possible to convert automatically, the converter will still bring Authorware developers much closer to the final conversion, saving many hours of time.

**Learning management system (LMS) commands**

Talking to SCORM compliant Learning Management Systems has become a much easier process with the inclusion of three LMS commands:

- Authorware Learning Object Content Packager
- Authorware Learning Object Metadata Editor
- LMS Emulator

Using these commands means that developers can now set up communications with LMSs from within Authorware with simple wizards that hold their hands step-by-step. Anyone who has struggled with LMS connections in the past will appreciate these new commands greatly.

**Accessibility improvements**

It’s much easier now to use screen readers, develop accessible user interfaces, synchronize captions with video frames, and more. When creating new applications in Authorware 7, those with disabilities can now be served to unprecedented levels, helping to meet the American Disabilities Act, Section 508 requirements.

**DVD video use**

The old Video icon, used in the early days to talk to videodisc players, but unused by the vast majority of developers in many years, has now been converted to a DVD icon, which lets developers use a dialog box to show DVD video on the screen in any size while retaining all of a DVDs interactivity, such as clickable menu options. This is a great boon for those organizations that have developed a good deal of video: now they can deliver their Authorware applications on the DVD itself (or alternatively, on their hard drives or through a Web browser) and access the high quality video resident on the DVD discs.

**JavaScript Use**

Calculation icons can now accept scripts written in either the traditional Authorware scripting language itself or in JavaScript 1.5. This is a fantastic option for all those who already know how to write in that language, and also because a plethora of JavaScript scripts can already be found all over the Web. In fact, JavaScript is a native language of Web browsers and is widespread in use so this makes it easier for other programmers to feel comfortable when coming to Authorware.

**Properties**

Almost all icon options are now available to the scripter to help create truly dynamic files for students. Dynamic files are also highly maintainable, which cuts down on the amount of revision that normally would have to be done to files when the content has to change for external reasons — such as when a company process that is being taught has undergone modifications.

**Other Improvements**

Variables are a feature common to every programming language. Each variable can hold one data item, whether it’s a simple number or a long text passage. In past versions, variables in Authorware have always been limited to holding 32,000 characters of data, which at one time may have seemed enormous but has felt rather constraining in the last few years. Version 7 increases the amount of data a variable can hold by sixteen times, to half a megabyte.

The Help system is now a compiled Help file. The last several versions of Authorware used HTML-based non-compiled Help. While this may not seem a big deal, it meant that hundreds of small HTML files were being used, which greatly lengthened the installation of Authorware as well as taking up much more room on the hard drive. Help runs more smoothly and faster now, which means more users can take advantage of it.

Mac OS X delivery is now possible with this version as well, which will make Macintosh users very happy. This includes a stand-alone runtime player, publishing tool, and a Web player.

Overall, it is apparent that the engineers at Macromedia have worked very hard to keep Authorware a product that is easy to use by nonprogrammers while at the same time allowing programmers to be much more at ease in the product. This is not an easy balance, and yet it is pulled off more cleanly in Authorware than in any other product I’ve seen. It is not perfect, but it’s getting closer to perfection with every release!
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